
 

 

Just Ask: The real work starts now 
 
 
 

 

Thanks for joining “Just Ask” – the joint campaign led by ACTRA, the DGC and the IATSE to get members of 

the Canadian film & television sector active and engaged in the 2019 federal elections. 

 

Now that the election is here, we need to hit the hustings with local candidates and pose the critical 

questions for our sector and cultural policy as a whole. 

 

Now, we need your help making sure the parties know we’re out there and mobilized. 

 

When attending an all candidates meeting, town hall or meet & greet, we’d like to ask you to take a picture 

of the event and post it to Twitter or other social media. Your picture can be as simple as the candidates 

standing at the front, shaking hands after the event is wrapped, or yourself – in action – asking about the 

issue that matters most to you (for info on sample questions, see the next page). 

 

At many all candidates meetings and town halls, those attending are asked to write their questions on a slip 

of paper and hand them in to be chosen. You may not be able to ask your question to the whole room, but 

that’s OK. You can always approach candidates politely at the end of an event. Even if you don’t get a 

chance to ask your question at all, you can still follow up and post your question online. 

 

Here are a few tips for posting about your experience at your local 2019 election events: 

 

• Take lots of pictures – you don’t have to post a picture of yourself asking a question; it can be as 

simple as a crowd shot or the candidates sitting at the front of the room. 
 

• Charge your battery! Don’t miss your chance because your phone died. 
 

• Use *BOTH* of our official hashtags – #justask2019, #jemimplique2019. 
 

• If you don’t have Twitter, post to Facebook, Instagram or any other social. Please send a link to your 

post or a screenshot to justaskorganizer@gmail.com and we will share it on @DGCTalent. 

 

All pictures should be taken in landscape format, if possible, for optimal social media posting. 

 
  

 
 
 

 

Continue on next page… 
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Along with a picture, your post should include three (3) things: 

 

1) The name of your candidate and/or riding (“I asked Jane Doe in Vancouver Centre…”) 
 

2) The topic you touched on (“…about ensuring all players in our industry including the global streaming 

services contribute to producing original Canadian programming…”) 
 

3) Our hashtags in *BOTH* English & French – #justask2019, #jemimplique2019. 

 

Your final tweet should look something like this: 

 

I asked @CandidateX here in #myriding about ensuring that streaming services are contributing to the 

creation of original Canadian programming. #justask2019 #jemimplique2019! 

 

Or this: 

 

I went to my all candidates debate in #myriding to ask about ensuring that Netflix and Amazon contribute to 

the creation of original Canadian programming, but didn’t get a chance. Are you on board #PartyX? 

#justask2019 #jemimplique2019! 

 

If you want to let us know that you’ve posted, email us at justaskorganizer@gmail.com. 

 

Sample questions are included below with more available justask2019.ca or jemimplique2019.ca. 

 

• Will you support both legislation and regulation requiring all players that benefit from the Canadian 

broadcasting and telecommunications systems to invest in the creation of original Canadian 

programming? 

 

• Will you commit to protect and maintain funding for cultural agencies (such as the Canada Council 

for the Arts) and film / video production tax credits, without reductions or limitations? 

 

• The so-called ‘gig economy’ is not a new reality for creative industry workers. We’re used to dealing 

with precarious working conditions as a way of life. What’s your plan to improve the status of these 

workers, including any changes to the Employment Insurance Act, to make work-life more 

predictable and secure? 
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